Word Search Puzzle
Shapes

CEFG IHCIRCLE
RTSASOKRIWEJ
OSTRIANGLEON
SEAMNF CVABAG
SPECTANGLET
HIPOMURERKLE
SEMICIRCLEOEH
QPIDMAOTCREAE
USKUIIMWV SREAA
AQRCTCTOPISRS
RTPEN TAGONGT
E P K A SWOICGAB
Toys

Find all the words from the word list (ignore spaces and dashes, if any):

BALL
BUILDING BLOCKS
KALEIDOSCOPE
KITE
PAPER PLANE
PINWHEEL
PORCELAIN DOLL
ROCKING HORSE
RUBBER DUCK
TEDDY BEAR
YO-YO

This is zigzag word search puzzle. Words go left, right, up, down, not diagonally, and can bend at a right angle. There are no unused letters in the grid, every letter is used only once.

Grid size: 10 x 10 squares, 10 x 10 letters, 90 x 90 mm.
Square size: 9 x 9 mm.

ANSWER:
Circus

This is zigzag word search puzzle. Words go left, right, up, down, not diagonally, and can bend at a right angle. There are no unused letters in the grid, every letter is used only once.

Grid size: 10 x 10 squares, 10 x 10 letters, 90 x 90 mm.

Square size: 9 x 9 mm.

Find all the words from the word list:

ACROBAT  PARADE
BIG TOP   RINGMASTER
CLOWN  ROPE WALKER
FUN  TICKET
GYMNAST  TRAPEZE
HORSE  TRICK
JUGGLER  UNICYCLE
MAGICIAN

ANSWER:
Ocean Animal Word Search
Help Ollie the Octopus find the words listed below in the puzzle & circle them.

ANEMONE
CLAM
DOLPHIN
EEL
FISH

JELLYFISH
LOBSTER
OCTOPUS
SHARK
SQUID

OCTOPUS
STARFISH
STINGRAY
TURTLE
WHALE